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Abstract

The objective of this study is to find the relative
effectiveness of two methods of teaching novels in fostering
The methods
understanding and appreciation of the novels.
compared. are the ttComparison Method.rt and the ItNovel-in-Itself
Method.'r The former refers to a teaching method for a novel in
which other works of art--other novels, p1ays, short stories,
poems, paintings, musíca1 compositíons--with comparable themes or
ídeas are introd.uced to contrj.bute to studentsr understanding and
appreciation of the novel. The Comparison Method in this study
uses poetry. The Novel-in-Itse1f Method is a teaching method for
a novel in which all that is studied is rooted in the
relationship between the novel and the readers forming the class.
Students, interacting with other students and with the teacher,
focus upon an analysis of certaín passages in a novel and an
expression of their own reLated views and real-life experiences.
The research involved six classes of English 300 students at
The Collegiate Divísion, The University of Vüinnipeg, from 1986 to
;-gB7. The background of the students was varied. Most came from
other schools in the city, but many came from other countries.
Some had been award v¡inners in theír previous schools, trhile
others had a history of Problems.
one term at The Collegiate Division, Group A, consisting of
74 students in three classes, receíved the Comparison Method. for
,Tnhn stcinher.:krs

qlhe cl-ar_îes of lVrath.

This

SA-m-e

Lerm-- GroUÞ B,

consisting of 84 students in three other classes, received the

Novel-in-Itself Method for Steinbeckrs novel. The followíng
term, the groups reversed methods for their study of Margaret
Laurencers The Stone Angel.
An essay test was used to assess the studentsf understanding

of each novel. Pre-study and post-study guestionnaires hrere used
to assess their appreciation.
An analysis of the results of the essay tests shows that
there is not a significant difference between the effectiveness
of the two methods in fostering understanding. Howeverr ân
analysis of the questionnaire results shows that the Novel-inItself Method is significantly more effective in fostering
appreciation.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PURPOSE OF THE

STUDY

INTRODUCTTON

There are two major benefits to be derived from the reading

the first is understanding, and the second is
of novels:
appreciation. A reader attains a form of understanding when he
grasps a novelrs central ideas about exístence; he experíences a
form of appreciation when he finds value or interest in a novelrs
expression of ídeas.
rn a successful readíng, âD individual begins his journey
towards understanding and appreciation in his first encounter
with a nove1. Hov¡ever, because of the inexperience of some
readers and the complexity of the novels they are reading, the
acquisition of understanding and appreciation is a difficult
task. It is consideration of this difficulty which helps define
the role of the líterature teacher: he must attempt to enhance
his studentsr understanding and appreciation in order to make
their experience as rewarding as possible.
In preparation for class study of a noveI, a teacher can
consult innumerable critical texts and educational period.icals
for teachÍng strategies and tactícs.
However, he will find a
lack of informatíve articles exploring the relative effectiveness
of different methods in fostering understanding and appreciation.
This research delves into this j-mportant, yet largely unexplored,
area.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

This research concentrates on two methods of teachíng novels
belíeved by their supporters to foster the benefits of
The first method is the
understanding and appreciation.
rrComparison Methodrrr based on the idea that a teacher can best
foster these benefits in his students through having them study a
noveL ín combination with other thernatically-related works of
In Princíp1es of Literary Criticisin, 1. A. Richards
art.
emphasizes the value of such a study when he writes, rrComparison
of the arts is
the best means by which an understanding of
the methods and resources of any one of them can be attainedrt
(148). the second method of teaching novels considered in thís
research ís the rrNovel-in-Itsel-f Method..tr This method is based
on the ídea that a teacher can best foster understanding and
appreciation in his students through having them analyze selected
passages in a novel and having them share pertinent views and
real-life
experiences. This method puts into practice Don
Gutteridgers idea initThe Major Novel in the Senior Grades't that
a major literary work ís valuable in and for itself (19).
According to the perceptÍon inherent in this method, the
introduction of another work of art serves only to dilute the
qualíty of the studentsr experience with the novel being studied.
The intent of thÍs research is to discover whether either of
the two teaching methods better fosters understandíng and
apprecíation of a novel.

STGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The teacher of literature

should use the method of teaching

a novel whích best fosters the benefits of understanding and
appreciation. By doing so, he has the best chance of helping
students realize that all the effort they d.evote to their
encounter with the novel is worthwhile, and he also has the best
chance of motivating students to read more novels in the future.
This exploration of the relative effectiveness of two popular
methods of teaching novels may shed some light on how a novel can
be taught productively.
DELTMÏTATTONS

While the Comparison Method for the teaching of novels can
take many forms, the only one used in this study was the
rrComparison Method Using Poems.

rl

LTMITATTONS

The fírst

límitation had its origin in the irnpossibility of
isolating the Comparison Method in one group of students and the
Novel-in-Itself Method in the other. It was likeIy that some of
the students studying a novel through the Comparison Method
thought of some related real-life experiences (a type of activity
involved in the Novel-in-ftself Method). Simí1ar1y, it was
likely that some of the students studying a novel through the
Novel-in-Itself Method compared some of the workfs ideas with
those in other works of art (a type of activity involved in the
Comparison Method). Although the teacher in this study could not
limit Lhe sLudentsr re,snonse, Lre eou.Id lirnit his teachi ncr
methodology.

The second linitation

was the ímpossibílity of generalizing

about the effectiveness of one form of a teaching method to the

effectj-veness of the entire method. For instance, in reference
to the Comparison Method, the use of short prose instead of
poetry to highlight ídeas in a novel rnight have produced
different results, and a combination of short prose and poetry
rnight have produced still different results.
The third lirnitation stemmed from the difficulty
of
Appreciation had to be assessed,
assessing appreciation.
however, because the extent to which a teaching method for a
novel fosters appreciation of that work must be one of the major
críteria in judging the effectiveness of the method. The
instrument used to assess appreciation r¡ras a sÍmple
questionnaire, the anonymous nature of which was íntended to
encourage honesty of response.
DEFTNTTTON OF TERMS

(1)

Comparison Method

this refers to a teaching method for a novel in which other
works of art--other novels, p1ays, short stories, poems,
paintings, musical compositions--with comparable themes or ideas
are íntroduced and studied to contribute to studentsl
understanding and appreciation of the nove1.
Students,
interacting with other students and with the teacher, focus upon
a comparison or contrast of these themes.
fhis method ís based on the idea that one work of art can be
used Lo help illuminate a-nother.

(2)

Novel-in-Ttself

Method

This method is a teachíng method for novels in which all
that is studied is rooted in the relationship between a novel and
the readers forming the c1ass. Students, interacting with other
students and with the teacher, focus upon an analysis of certain
passages in a novel and an expression of theír ol¡rn rel,ated views
and real-1ife experiences.
This rnethod is based on the idea that intensive reading of a
novel and personal reflectÍon and response to ideas in a literary
r,¡ork can contribute to studentsf understanding and appreciation.
The principle of this method receives commendation from Robert
Scholes ín Textual Power: rrthe reader is always writingt' (B).
In other words, the reader is always in the process of responding
to what he reads, and his reaction is frequently personal.
ORGANTZATÏON OF THE THESIS

Chapter Two offers a theoretical base for the research as
well as a review of the literature pertinent to the two teachíng

chapter Three presents an explanation of how the
experiment was conducted. It includes a description of the human
subjects, the questíonnaires used to assess studentsl
apprecíation of the two novels involved, the lesson plans for the
novels, and the guestions for the essay tests used to assess
studentsr understanding. Chapter Four offers a descri-ption and
interpretation of the results of the tests and questíonnaires.
Chapter Five presents conclusions which can be derived from the
interpretation.
The Appendix contains (a) the letter seeking
consent of the parents of students under eighteen years of age
methods.

for the usê of the studentsr test scores and questionna j-re
results and (b) the consent form cornpleted by the parents.
(Students eighteen and over were asked for their consent ín
class) .

CHAPTER 2

A

THEORETTCAL BASE AND REVTET^I OF THE LTTERATURE

This chapter first looks at the najor benefits r.¡hích can be
gaíned through reading and studying works of literature,
particularly novels. It then examines the potential of the two
teaching methods involved in this study to help attaín these
benefíts.
No matter how diverse works of literature may be in their
content and form, ârt individual can derive two main benefits from
reading and studying them: one is understanding, and the other
is appreciation. fn reference to the first benefit, literature
has an all-encompassing nature: it can offer und.erstandíng of
any aspect of existence. Literature reaches out to envelop what,
Henry James caLls rrall 1ife, all feeling, all observation, all
vj-sionrf (Rosenblatt
6) .
Literature gives the reader
understanding of facets of exístence familiar to him, by
providíng rrfresh insíghtr' (Rosenblatt 104). rn addítion, it
gives the reader understanding of facets of existence unfamilíar
to him, by providing rra release from the provincialism of time
and spacerr (Rosenblatt, 195). significantly, the understanding or
tttruthlsl of lifert (cross and carney 497) may be applicable to
anyone, ât any time and in any prace. The essence of this idea
is captured by Ezra Pound in ABC of Reading: Itliterature is ner¡rs
that STAYS nehrs" (29) .
Thus far, the focus has been on understanding, the first
major benefit that one can derive from reading and studlríng
literature.
The second, appreciation, goes hand in hand with

understanding: as the reader acguires some understanding which
he deems to be of interest or of value, he feels apprecj-ation.
Words from Paul Klee, trArt does not reproduce what we see; rather
it makes us seerr (Concíse Dictionary of Ouotations 188), help
define the relatíonship between understanding and appreciation.
A work of literature offers a reader sight or insight. Vühether
he considers the sight beautiful or ugIy, he can find it
interesting, and it is this interest which causes him to feel
thankful or appreciative.
This sense of appreciation is
important, as this is what inspires an individual to continue
reading 1íterature.
Understanding and apprecíation, the two main benefits of
literature in general, are also the main benefits to be derived
from reading and studying the noveI. This literary genre has a
special status. As E. A. Cross and Elizabeth Carney write in
Teaching English in High school, a novel|tcan provid.e us with the
fullest experience that language offersrr (zz). Therefore, unrike
a short story or poem which tends to offer a single experience, a
novel may provide a multitude of experiences which act as the
foundation for the understanding and appreciation sought by the
reader. A quotation from the novel Flowers For Algernon, by
Danj-e1 Keyes, helps convey metaphorically the nature of these
benefits. rn the novel, the protagonist refers to "a crystal
universe spínning before me so r can see all the facets of it,
reflected in gorgeous bursts of light
. rr (165) .
similarly,
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existence, and he can feel appreciation for the clarity and
brilliance of the vision.
The special status of the novel is also revealed through a
contrast to the p1ay. While a play is intended to be performed,
so that the cast and crew help to communicate understanding and
appreciation to the viewer, a novel is meant to be readr so that
the reader has a direct relationship with the work. The reader
trcounts for at least as much as the book
. itself tt
(Rosenblatt X), as he infuses rrintellectuaL and emotíonal
meanings
. into the authorrs pattern of verbal symbolst, (25).
Due to its specíaI status, the novel should be taught in
certaín v/ays. First, the fact that a novel can contain several
truths or insights irnplies that the teacher should concentrate on
helping students to recognize and to interpret thern. Secondly,
since the novel-reader relationship is intended to be an intinate
one' the teacher should avoid coming between the students and. the
novel.
rnstead, he shourd try to develop the relationship
between them. In order to do sor he must give the students much
opportunity to express themselves. Both teaching methods
j-nvolved in this study provide for such instruction.
Both the Comparison Method and the Novel-in-Itself Method
have the potential of fostering understandíng and appreciation.
Above all, they concentrate on ideas in the novels:
on
recognízíng them and on ínterpreting them. This quest for
understanding progresses naturally from what may have been the
st,udents t maj or activity duríng their initíal- encounter with the
novels. (rt should be noted that before novel study began in

10

class, the students T¡¡ere to have f Ínished reading the work) .
James R. Squirets research Ín The Responses of Adolescents While
Readincr Four Short Stories revealed that interpretational
responses accounted for rr[m]ore than 42 percent of all responsesrr
(2) of ninth and tenth grade students (11) while they r¡rere
Interpretational responses included
reading short stories.
rrIr] eactions in whÍch the reader general j-zes and attempts to
discover the meaníng of the stories
.rr /l-7) . James R.
Vüilsonrs research in Responses of College Freshmen to Three
Novels, involvíng responses before and after novel study (I7),
revealed that ínterpretational responses accounted for an even
higher percentage than that reported by Squire (15).
Àlthough both the Comparison Method and the Novel-in-Itself
Method emphasize a quest for understanding through their focus on
the recognition and interpretation of important ideas in a novel,
they use different approaches. NevertheLess, research indicates
that these approaches both progress naturally from actívíties
involved in the studentst first encounter with the work. In The
Responses of Adolescents While Reading Four Short Stories, Squire
coded over 9 percent of the readerst responses as associational
(20) , rrResponses in which the reader associated ideas, events t oE
places, and people with his own experi-ence other than the
association of a character with hirnself r, (18) . He also coded
about 15 percent of the readersr responses as showing serfinvolvement (20) , trResponses in v¡hich the reader associates
himself with the behavior and/or emotions of charactersrt (Ig).
Associational responses ur"
of the type called for
"nrracteristic
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in the Comparison Method (as oners experience can include
As weII, self-involvement
encounters with other works of art).
responses are encouraged during class discussion in the Novel-inItse1f Method.
Sguirets research suggest.s that the Comparison Method and
the Novel-in-Itself Method both have the potential of fostering
understanding and appreciatíon because they concentrate on
important aspects of the student-novel relationship.
His
research also poínts out that studentsr oD their ovrn, become
involved in activities associated with both methods used ín this
study. It is impossible for a teacher to stop students who are
receiving the Comparison Method from considering their ohrn
experíences in life; similarly, it is impossible for him to stop
those who are receíving the Novel-in-Itself
Method from
consideríng other works of art with comparable themes. All the
teacher can do is direct students in one v¡ay or the other through
specific activities.
Even though the activities involved in the two methods tend
to produce, ât least to an extent, similar responses, both the
Comparison Method and the Novel-in-Itself Method approach the
study in distinctly different hlays. The Comparison Method ís
based on the idea that one work of art can provide insight into
another. As Robert Scholes writes in Textual Power, Itevery poem,
p1ay, and story is related to others
. tr (ZO) , and if
a
teacher purposefully selects works whose ideas are closely
^^!^.f, L-sLl
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In contrast to the Comparison Method, the Novel-in-ftself
Method is based on the idea that a novel is an artistic whole
containing all the elements requíred for understanding and
SupporÈ for this idea is found in Geraldine
appreciation.
Murphyts The Studv of Literature ín High School: Itthe novel
gíves, explicitly or ínplicit1y, all the reader needs to know,
and
it dÍrects and linits the readerrs suppositions,
assumptions, and projections't (313). Advocates of this view
believe that combining the study of a novel with that of another
work of art is showing a lack of faíthfulness to the novelíst and
his work.
Specifíc approaches in the Comparison Method and in the
Novel-in-Itself
Method have the potential of fostering
understanding and appreciation. For example, inrfAn English
Teacherrs Fantasyrrr Robert LeBlanc, a supporter of the comparison
Method, recommends pairing young adult novers ttwith classic
novels of similar themes to help ease the transition for the
students from self-directed to teacher-assigned literaturerr (35).
Furthermore, a quotation from samuer Taylor coleridgets Table
Talk helps establish why the Comparison Method Using Poems has
rrr wísh our clever young poets would remember my
potential:
homely definitions of prose and poetry; that is, prose = v/ord.s in
their best order; - poetry = the best words in the best ord,errl
(84). rf coleridgets view is accurate, the study of a poem with
a therne comparable to that presented in a nover should help
students recognize and understand that idea. As J. c. Ball and
the Literature study Group express it, rrrecreation of the
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imaginative experience contained in a short poem wíII obvíously
be more immediate, despite complexity of language and structure,
than the living of the world created in a novel
.l
(Experiments with Thernes: Reports on the Thematic Approach to
Teaching 1). Agreement is voiced by Jay La11ey, who suggests
that discussing T. S. Eliotrs rrThe Hollow Menrr at the conclusion
of a study of Joseph Conradrs Heart of Darkness can bring out,
rraIl the issuesrr (rrour Readers Write¡ Ï{hat Is a Sure-Fire Work
of Líterature for Non-sure-Fire students?il 64). rn the Novel-ínrtself Method, guestíons relating studentsr experiences and
attitudes to those in a novel help make what Margaret Ryan cal1s
ttbridges from the studentrs world to that of the noverrr (95)
,
thereby contributing to understandíng and apprecj_ation. Andr âs
John F. Lincks notes in rrThe Teaching of Hard Times, , rrthe
intensive reading of some selected passagesu (zl4) is at ilthe
real heart of any close readj_ng of a novel " (2I4) .
rn spite of its potential, the comparison Method can be
responsible for problems. In The Responses of Adolescents While
Reading Four short Stories, Squire points out that confusion can
result |tfrom the assocj-ation of elements in a story with memories
of fiction, motion pictures, radio, and televisíonrr (46).
squire notes that encouraging personal reactions--a
procedure used in the Novel-in-Itself Method--can also create
problems. when it is uncontrolred, rrIa]ssociation of the
elements in a story with the personal experiences of the reader
is dangerous to interpretation
. rr ( 45 .\ .
In this ro=qaar-r:h
_

T4

the.teacher asked students to make a Iímited number of relevant
associations.

rn conclusion, the comparison Method and the Novel-inItself Method both have the potential of fostering understanding
and associated appreciation. The two methods herp with the
process of "literary re-creationil (Rosenblatt 292-93) or the
reconstruct.íon of the world created by the novelist,. They differ
only in their buildíng bl-ocks: the Comparison Method uses other
works of arti the Novel-in-Itself Method uses studentsr views and
real-l-ife experiences as well as a closer look at selected
passages in the novel. Through their examinations of important
truths or insights pointing students in the direction of overalt
theme, the methods can help students acquire what Geraldine
Murphy in The Study of Literature ca1ls rra unified experiencerl
(452). Determining which of the two methods better fosters
understanding and appreciat.ion vras the obj ective of this
research.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

The review of the rnethodology involved ín the experiment
includes a description of the subjects and setting, sample lesson
plans using the Comparison Method and the Novel-in-Itself Method,
and a description of the methods used to assess the results.
The subjects of the experíment hrere the students of six
classes or sections of Composition/Prose 300 during the 1986-87
regular, September-Apríl session at The Collegiate Division, The
University of Winnipeg. This portion of English 3oo concentrated.
on the study of four novels and some short prose selections. In
addition, it included work in various types of writíng and
language development. credit in composition/prose 3oo in
combination with credit, in Drama/Poetry 3OO merited a student a
double credit in EnglÍsh 300.
The Collegiate Oivision, The University of Winnipeg, ís a
private school whích, durJ-ng the 1986-87 regular session had an
enrolment of more than six hundred students in Grad.es Eleven and
Twelve. The student background was varied. Most came from other
schools in Vüinnipeg, but others came from foreign countries.
Some had been award winners in their previous schools; others had
a history of problems. It has been estimated that more than
ninety per cent of the graduates from The Co11egíate Division
later enrol in universities.
The 1-986-r-987 regular session was divíded into four terms,
each term lastinq about, si-x weeks excludincr examinatíon oeri orls
^
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Each Composition/Prose sectíon met three tímes weekly for fifty-

minute lessons.

In Term Thro, Sections I, 5t and 6--together forming Group A
for the experiment--studied John Steinbeckts The Grapes of Wrath
through the Comparison Method, while Sections 2 | 3 | and 4-together forining Group B for the experiment--studied the novel
through the Novel-ín-Itself Method.
In Term Three, Sections I, 5, and 6--Group A--studied
Margaret Laurencers The Stone Ange1 through the Novel-in-ftself
Method, while Sections 2, 3, and 4--Group B--studied the novel
through the Comparison Method.
Approval for the experíment was given by the adrninistration
of The Collegiate Division, The University of Winnípegr âs well
as by the students involved. In addition, written consent to use
the studentsr test scores and questi-onnaire results Ì¡ras received
from the parent,s of students under eighteen years of age. The
Letter seeking consent and the consent form are found in the
Appendix.

Even though the two groups for each novel used different

approaches, the topics they examined, relating to p1ot,
character, setting, and theme, were the same.
In the case of each novel, the reading assignment had been
given to students a few weeks before class study commenced..
Students were warned that a pre-test might be given on the first
day of cLass on the novel. fnstead of the pre-test, ât the
beginning of the first class the j-nstructor adminístered a

L7

questionnaire to assess the extent to whích students appreciated
the book. Following is the questionnaire:
Questionnaire re: The Grapes of Wrath
Please ansvrer each of the following questions. In each case, 1

represents the lowest enthusiasm, 7 represents the highest
enthusiasm, and 4 represents the mid-point.
Circ1e the
appropriate number.
1. How interesting do you find this novel?
123

45

2.

How interesting

3.

12345
How ínterested are

67

do you find the central characters?
6

you

7

in reading another novel by the

same

author?

123
4.

Overal1,

4

how

567

do you rate this novel?

1

A

para11e1 questionnaire hras administered for The Stone

After the collection of the questionnaires, which
remained anonymous, novel study commenced. The lesson plans for
each novel follow:

Ange1.
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LESSON PLANS
LESSON

for The Granes of !{rath

Dreams

Much of the impact of The Grapes of Ïürath derives from

Steinbeckts use of antitheses. The firsL Lesson focused on
dreams and on realíties frequently antithetical to them.
Students in Group A, the Comparison Method Group, compared
Steinbeckrs view of dreams with the view of dreams expressed ín
rrDreamsrr and rrPuzzledrrr by Langston Hughes.
Dreams

Hold fast to dreams

For if dreams die
Life is a broken-winged bird
That cannot fly.
HoId fast to dreams

For when dreams go

Life is a barren field
(112)
Frozen with snow.

19

Puzzled
What happens

to a dream deferred?

it dry up
líke a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore-And then run?
Does it stink like rotten
Or crust and sugar over-like a syrupy sweet?
Does

meat?

ít, just sags
like a heavy load.

Maybe

or does it expl-ode?

(106)

Students in Group B, the Novel-in-Itself Method Group, found
quotatj-ons from the novel illustrating the specific dreams of
members of the Joad Family and of Casy, as well as other
They discussed
quotat,ions illustratÍng the eventual realities.
the view of dreams illustrated through their study of quotations.
LESSON

2:

One Itbig soul" (24)

The preceding lesson dealt with dreams. At the centre of

s dream f or the better future is the ttbig soulrf concept,
which Tom Joad eventually adopts. Lesson 2t extending over two
cl-asses, examined the idea of the rrbig soul.rr
Casy

t

20

Students in Group A wrote a therne statement for
Anotherrs Sorrowrrr by William 81ake.
On

Anotherrs Sorrow

f see anotherrs raroe,
And not be in sorrow too?
Can I see anotherrs grief,
And not seek for kind relief?
Can

f see a falling tear,
And not feel my sorrovrrs share?
Can a father see his chíld
Weep, not be with sorrow filltd?
Can

sit and hear
An infant groan, âD infant fear?
No, no! never can ít, be!
Never, never can it be!
Can a mother

And can he who smiles on all

Hear the wren with sorrovrs smaII,
Hear the small birdts grief & care,
Hear the woes that infants bear,

rrOn

2I
And not sÍt beside the nest,

Pouring pity in their breast,'
And not, sit the cradle near
Weeping

tear on infantrs tear;

And not sit both night & day,

Iriíping all our tears

away?

o, no! never can it be!
Never, never can it be!
his joy to all;
He becomes an infant small;
He becomes a man of woe;
He doth feel the sorrohr too.
He doth gíve

Think not thou canst sigh a sigh,
And thy maker is not by¡

Think not thou canst weep an tear,
And thy maker is not, near.

O! he gives to us his joy
That our grief he may destroyì
Till our grief is fled & gone
He doth sit by us and moan.

(56)

Then students oralIy compared this idea with casyts philosophy in

the novel.
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Students in Group B wrote a statement of an idea or
philosophy important to them and by which they would like others
to live. Then they oraIIy compared their ideas with Casyts.
The remainder of Lesson 2 for both groups examined the
signifícance of the "big soulrr concept of the novel.
The
following manifestations of it were considered: (a) Ma Joadrs
emphasis on family unity and munificence; (b) the words rrThis is
the beginning--from rf r to rçgrrr (165) t (c) the attitude of Sairy
Wilson (24I); (d) the atmosphere of the government camp; (e) Mars
tribute to Tom, rr rEvertthing you do is morern your tt (38a) ¡ (f )
Casyrs wíllingness to die to help others (42L)¡ (g) Tomrs words
addressed to Ma Joad in their farewell scene , ,rf t 11 be
ever rwhere--wherever you l-ookrr (463) , and (h) Rose of Sharon t s
unselfish act at the novelrs close (500-02).
LESSON

Nature

Lesson 3 looked at nature, which meríted attention because

by the conclusion of the novel it becomes clear that elements of
nature are a part of the rrbig soul " (464) . This lesson for
Groups A and B began with a consideration of this idea.
Then, students in Group A wrote a theme statement for trThe
World is Too Much With Us,tt by Vüi11iam Wordsworth.
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The World is Too Much With Us
The world is too much with us; late and soon,

Getting and spendíngr wê lay waste our por¡rers:
Litt1e we see in Nature that is oursi
!{e have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!
This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be hov¡ling at all hours,
And are upgathered now like sleepíng flowersi
For this, for everything, we are out of tune;
It moves us not.--Great God! Ird rather be
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
So might T., standing on thís pleasant lea,
Have glirnpses that would make me less forlorni
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea,'
(191)
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.
Students compared Steinbeckts view of the relationship between
human beings and nature with Vüordsworthrs. Students in Group B
wrote a portrait of nature and compared Steínbeckts view of the
relationship between human beings and nature with their own view.
LESSON

Human Beings

of Steinbeckts
in the ínter-chapters of
and B with a reading
Fourteen, including the
organic or inorganic in
Much

is presented
the noveI. Lesson 4 began in Groups A
of the opening paragraph of Chapter
words.,rrman., unlíke any other thing
the universer g'rohrs beyond his work,

commentary on human beings
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walks up the stairs

of his concepts, emerg'es ahead of his

accomplishmentsrt (J-64).

Students in Group À, divided into small groups, wrote a
comparison of Steinbeckts view of human beings in this passage
and the view expressed in 'rMan-Made Satellite, " by Louis
Ginsberg.
Man-Made

Satellite

Closer to neighbor wheeling constell_ations,
At Iast, the man-made satellite is hurled,
Adventuring amid uncharted spaces,
Yet tethered to the rollÍng of the worId..

infinite rnan with all his infinite dreaming
^A,t last has launched undaunted syrnbol of
The grandeur of his visionary polüer
Toward archipelagoes of suns above.
Now

This voyager in interstellar vastness,
What questíons does this man-made moon now ferry?
What signals does it semaphor and beacon?
What riddle does this satellite

now query?

And even as this little

orb ín splendor,
When will the glory of manrs mj_nd, eIate,
Also launch up his heart above the murky,
The thick and earthly atmosphere of hate?

(]-46)
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students in Group Bt divided into smaII groups, wrote a prose
analysis of the passage from the novel to discuss how unity,
coherence, and emphasis are achieved in the passage (Ford, Meeson
22-23) .

Following their respective assignments, stud.ents in both
groups discussed whether the view of human beings presented in
the passage from the novel is in harmony with views presented
ersewhere in the novel, including views irnplied. through the
symbol of the turtle.
LESSON

Wrath

one of the dominant feelings in The Grapes of wrath is
wrath, and it provided a focus for Lesson 5.
Students in Group A cornpared John Stei-nbeckts view of wrath
with the view presented in ttThe Anger That Breaks a Man Down into
Boysrrr written by cesar vallejo and translated by Robert BIy.
The Anger fhat Breaks a Man Down into Boys

The anger that breaks a man down into boys,
that breaks the boy down Ínto equal birds,
and the bird, then, into tiny eggs;

the anger of the poor
owns one smooth oí1 against two vineqars.
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The anger that breaks the tree down into leaves,
and the leaf down into different-sized buds,
and the buds into infinitely

fine grooves;

the anger of the poor
ov/ns tv¡o rivers against a number of seas.
The anger that breaks the good down into doubts,
and doubt down into three matching arcs,
and the arct then, into unimaginable tombs;

the anger of the poor
ohrns one piece of steel against two daggers.
The anger that breaks the soul down into bodies,

the body down into different organs,
and the organ into reverberating octaves of thought;
the anger of the poor
owns one deep fire against two craters.
(236-37)
Students in Group B wrote a bríef, vivid descriptÍon or narration
on the topic of wrath and then compared John Steinbeckrs view of
wrath with the view presented in their writing.
Lesson 5 concluded in both groups with a consideration of

(a) the Biblical allusions in the title of the novel, including
the reference to Revelation 14:.I7, and (b) the use of the
expressíon, rrthe grapes of wrathtr in rrBattle Hynn of the
Republicrrr by Ju1Ía Vüard Howe.
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LESSON

Machines

Thís lesson considered Steínbeckts commentary on the
relationshíp between human beings and machines.
Groups A and B began Lesson 6 with a reading of the opening
paragraph of Chapter 11 focusing on rrthe machine manrt (126) .
Then, students in Group A compared. steÍnbeckts view of the
relationship between humans and machínes in the passage with the
view presented in rrPortrait of a Machi-nerrr by Louis untermeyer.
Portrait of a

Machine

nudity as beautiful as this
Obedient monster purring aÈ its toil;
Those naked iron muscles drípping oi1,
And the sure-fingered rods that never miss?
This long and thinking flank of metal is
Magic that, greasy labour cannot spoil;
While this vasÈ engine that cou1d. rend the soil
Conceals íts fury with a gentle hiss.
Vühat

ft does not vent its loathing, it does not turn
Upon its makers with destroying hate.
ft bears a deeper malice; lives to earn
Its masterrs bread and laughs to see this great
Lord of the earth, who rul_es but cannot learn,
Become the slave of what his slaves create. (24)
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Students in Group B studied the para11els and contrasts in the
passaqe from the nove1.
Following their respective activities,
students ín both
groups discussed whether Steínbeckts víew in the passage ís in
harmony with hís views elsewhere in the nove1.
LESSON

Morality

an acÈion is right or wrong? Is
there a standard of right and wrong that applies to all people?
These questions, and other related ones, are posed by The Grapes
of Wrath, and they provided the seventh lesson with a focus.
Students in Groups A and B began the lesson with a reading
of Casyrs words:
There ainrt no sin and there ainrt no virtue.
Therets just stuff people do. Itts all part of
the same thing. And some of the things folks do
ís nice, and some ainrt nice, but thatts as far
as any man got a right to say. (24)
students in Group A compared casyrs view in the passag'e wíth the
view presented j-n |tThe Laws of God, the Laws of Manrtt by A. E.
Vühat determines whether

Housman.

The Laws of God, the Laws of

Man

The laws of God, the laws of

man,

He may keep

that will and can;

lrla#
¡tvu

uvt¿
^^.a

T.
¿.

Laws

1at
Jçu

^Él
c¡,t¡r-a
lllct¡l
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for themselves and not for

me;
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And if ny v¡ays are not as theirs

Let them mind their own affairs.
Their deeds I judge and much condemn,
Yet when did I make laws for thern?
Please yourselves, say I, and they
Need only look the other vray.
But no, they will not; they must still
Vürest their neÍghbour to their wi11,
And make me dance as they desire
With jail and gallows and helI-fire.
And how am I to face the odds
Of manrs bedevilment and Godrs?
Ît a stranger and afraid

fn a world I never made.
They will be master, right or T¡irong;
Though both are foolish, both are strong.
And since, Ry soulr trê cannot fly
To Saturn nor to Mercury,
Keep we must, if keep we can,
These foreign laws of God and man. (ZB-29)
Students in Group B explaíned oral1y how Casy t s view r^ias
emphasized in the novel.
The lesson concluded with studenÈs in both groups offering
their own opinions of Casyrs view.
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Themes

LESSON

This concluding lesson involved a look at themes.
Students in Groups A and B had been given their assignments
for this class a few days earlier. All of Lesson 8 consisted of
responses and discussions.

Students in both groups wrote a statement of a theme or
trhuman truthrr (an idea about human beings presented as true in a
literary work) --a topic whích had noÈ been specifically dealt
with in class study--and stated how this idea was exemplified in
the noveI. students in Group A found a brief poem or the lyrics
of a song which supported or refuted the theme and read the work
in class. Students in Group B told of a real-life experience to
support or refute the idea.
Lesson 8 concluded in both groups with a consid.eration of
the overall theme of The Grapes of Wrath.
LESSON PLANS
LESSON

1:

for The Stone Angel

Hagar

As protagonist-narrator, Hagar dominates The stone Angel.
The first lesson introduced her.
students in Group A, the Novel-in-rtself Method. Group, wrote
a character sketch of Hagar at ninety from the point of view of
Marvin with commentary regarding theír ov/n agreement or
disagreement. Then they presented theír ideas oraIly. Students
in Group B, the comparison Method Group, wrote a comþarj-son of
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Hagar at ninety with the central characters of D. H. Lawrencers
rrold People.rr Then they presented their ideas oraIly.
O1d Peop1e

to be young
so much sor that even the young are old wíth the effort of

Nowadays everybody wants

being young.

As for those over fifty, either they rush forward in selfassertion fearful to behold,
or they bear everybody a grirn and grisly grudge
because of their orÁrn fifty or sixty or seventy or eighty
summers.

As if itrs my fault that the o1d girl is seventy-seven! (66)
LESSON

Hagar and her trlost menrr (4)

The preceding class dealt with Hagar at ninety.

The second

lesson, extendíng over two classes, radiated out from her to
explore her relationships with her 'rlost men.tr This group
includes Jason, Matt, Dan, Bram, John, and Marvin (ttlosttt in the
emotional sense).
Students in Group A reviewed the relationship between Hagar
and each of her rrlost menrr and discussed whether the

relationships had common elements. Students in Group B read ftThe
Clod and the Pebble,rr by Willian Blake, and discussed whether
Hagar v/as more a rrclodrr or a frpebblerr in her relationship with
each of her rrlost men.rl
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The Clod and the Pebble
rrl,ove seeketh not Itself

to please,

Nor for itself

hath any care,
But for another gives its ease,
And builds a Heaven in Hel1 rs despair.rl
So sung a litt1e

Clod of Clay,

Trodden with the cattlers feet,

But a Pebble of the brook
Vüarbled out these metres meet:
rrl,ove seeketh

only Self to please,
To bind another to Its delight,
Joy in anotherrs loss of ease,
And builds a HeIl in Heavenrs despite.tt
LESSON

(60)

Hagar and John: An Examination of a Central Passage
and of Àssociated Ïdeas

The preceding lesson looked at Hagarrs relationship with
each of her rrlost menrrr including her son John. However, because
so much of what is important in the novel centres on the HagarJohn relationship, more attention r¡/as given to it in Lesson 3,
extending over two classes.
Students ín Groups A and B began Lesson 3 wÍth a reading of
the crucial cemetery scene involving Hagar and John (157-60).

Students in Group A, divided into small groups, wrote a prose
analysis of the passage to discuss how unity, coherence, and.
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emphasis are achieved (Ford and Meeson 22-23). Students in Group

B, divided into sma1l groups,
truth about her son revealed
reaction to the truth about his
Has Become a Thief ,tr by Raymond

compared Hagiarrs reaction to the

in the passage to the fatherrs
son in rrThe Man Vüho Finds His Son
Souster.

The Man Who Finds His Son Has Become a Thief

into the store at first angry
at the accusation, believing
the word of his boy who has t,old him,
I didnrt steal anythíng, honest
Then becoming calmer, seeing that angier
wonrt help in the business, listening patiently
as the otherrs evidence unfoldsr so paínfully s1ow.
Coming

Then seeing gradually that evidence

almost as if slowly tightening' around the neck
of his son, at first circumstantial, then gatheríng
until therers present guiltts sure odour seeping

into the mínd, laying its poison.
Suddenly feeling

damage,
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afraíd, âs íf
an unseen hand had slapped him in the face
for no reason whatsoever; wanting to get out
into the street, the night, the darkness, anywhere to hide
the paín thaÈ must show to these strangers, the fear.
It must be Iíke thís.
It could not be otherwise. (141)
sick and alone

and.

In Lesson 3 | students in Groups A and B discussed another
important quotation relating to the Hagar-John relationship:
rrThe night my son died I vras transformed to stone and never wept
at allrr (2t6). SÈudents related it to (a) the central image of
the stone angel in the cemetery, (b) Hagarts ttbetraying tearsrf
(249) before Marvin, (c) Hagarrs realization about Marvin, rrNow
. rr (27J-) | which closely
it seems to me he is truly Jacob
relates to an idea in the passage studied earlier this lesson,
and (d) the sentence which is perhaps the most revealing one Ín
the entire novel, rrPride was my wilderness, and the demon that
led me there was fearrr (26I) .
Lesson 3 concluded in both groups with an explanation and
discussion of some basic Biblical allusions used in the novel.
LESSON 4:

ffPríde

r¡¡as my

wilderness

. rr (26I)

the conclusion of Lesson 3, students looked at the
guotation, ttPride was my wilderness, and the demon that led me
there r¡/as fear.rr Q6f) Lesson 4, near its conclusion, was to
return to these words.
Near
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Students ín Group A began Lesson 4 by independently writing

a few adjectives whích they belíeved described. Hagarrs
relationship with each of the following: Doris, Lottie Drieser,
Mr. Troy, Elva Jardine, Murray Ferney Lees, steven, and sandra
ülong. They also drew a simpre diagran which they believed
visually captured each relationship. Foll-owing the preparation,
some students wrote the groups of adjectives and. drew the
corresponding diagrams on the board, while the others attempted
to identify the relationship represented in each instance.
students in Group B began Lesson 4 by writing a comparison of
each relationship mentíoned in the assignment for Group A with
the typical human relationship as it is perceived Èo be in rFor
Everywhere on Earthrrr by Gertrud Von Le Fort.
For Everywhere on Earth

For everywhere on earth blows the wind of
forsakenness, hark, how ít moans over
the spaces of the worldl
Everywhere there is one and never two.
Everywhere is a cry in a prison and a hand
behind locked doors;
Everywhere there is one buried alive.
Our mothers weep and our beloved are

speechless; for none can help the other:
each and all are aIone.
Thew
----¿

¡':al'l
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nnê
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síIence, they kiss one another from
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solitude to solitude. They love one another
a thousand griefs a!/ay from theír souls.
For the nearness of men is like flowers
withering on graves, and all comfort is
like a voice from without-But you are a voice in the inmost soul. (87)
Following their respective assignments, students in Groups A
and B discussed whether the quotation rrPríde v¡as my wilderness,
and the demon that led me there was fearrr applied to Hagar in the
relationships dealt with earlier in this lesson.
LESSON

t'Things never look the same from the outside as they
do from the insiderr (222) .

of Hagarrs major realízations occurs as a result of her
relationship with Murray Ferney Lees. ïn her words, nThings
never l-ook the same from the outside as they do from the Ínsíd.etl
One

(222)

.

At the beginning of Lesson s, students in Group A explained
the meaning of the quotation and reported on a real-Iífe incident
to support or to refute the idea. Students in Group B explained
the meaning of the quotatíon and compared it with the theme of rrA
Man Saw A Ball of Gold in the Skyrttby Stephen Crane.
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A Man Saw A Ball of Gold in the Sky
A man saw a ball of gold in the sky;
He climbed for it,
And eventually he achieved it--

It was c1ay.
this is the strange part:
When the man went to the earth
Now

And looked again,

Lo, there was a ball of go1d.
Now this is the strange part:
ft was a ball of go1d.
Ay, by the heavens, it was a ball of goId.

(145)

Following their respective assignments, students in Groups A
and B discussed the relationshÍp between the idea in the
quotation and the idea in Hagarrs words about Steven, her
grandson, near the end of the novel: rrltrs his l-ife, not míne
I would have liked to tell him he ís dear to me, and would be
sor no matter what hers like or what, he does with his lifett
(265)

.

LESSON

Who

or what is ultirnately in control?

Lesson 6 centered on a major question relatíng to the world

of the novel: Who or what is ultirnately in control of an
indíví<iual!s destiny? Hagar!s view appears io osciiiate.
The
quotation rrPrj-de was my wildernesstr suggests that ttcharacter ís
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destinyrt; rrthank goodness fate deals a few decent cards
sometimesrr (53) írnplies that fate is the prime controller; rtThe
jokes of Godrr(52) suggests that a supernatural being is in
control.
rn this lesson, students in Group Ä began by citing an event
in their lives and by attempting to explain who or what \iras
responsible for its occurrence. Then they explained whether a
comparable belief v¡as reveal-ed in the Stone Angel. Students in
Group B began by reading ttHap, tt by Thornas Hardy.
Hap

If but

vengeful god would call_ to me
From up the sky, and laugh: rThou suffering thing,
Know that thy sorrow is my ecstasy,
That thy lovets loss is my haters profitj_ng!n
Then would I bear it, clench myself, and
die,
Steeled by the sense of ire unmerited,.
Half-eased in that a powerfuller than I
Had willed and meted. me the tears f shed.
But
And

some

not so.

arrives it joy lies slain,
why unblooms the best hope ever
sown?

How
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--Crass Casualty obstructs the sun and raín,
And dicing Time for gladness casts a
moan

These purblind Doomsters had as readily
strown

B1ísses about my pilgrimage as pain.

(677)

Then they discussed whether a comparable idea was revealed. in The

Stone Anqel.

fn the latter part of the lesson, students in Groups A and B
looked at Laurencers use of irony, a topic which closely related
to the question dealt with ín the first part of the lesson.
LESSON 7 z

Themes

This lesson followed the same procedure as Lesson 8 on The
Grapes of Wrath.
Students in Group A and Group B had been gJ_ven their
assignments for this class a few days earlier.
All of Lesson 7
consisted of responses and discussions.
students in both groups wrote a statement of a theme or
rrhuman truthrr (an idea about human beings presented as true in a
literary work) in The Stone Angel which had not been dealt with
in class study and an explanation of how it was revealed.
students in Group À toLd of a real-Iife experience to support or
to refute the idea. students in croup B found a brief poem or
the lyrics of a song whích supported or refuted the idea and read
the work in cIass.
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Lesson 7 concluded in both groups with a consíderation of

the overall theme of The Stone Ancrel.
After the concluding lesson on each novel, the instructor
again adnínistered the questionnaire to assess studentsl
appreciation of the novel.
fn the following cIass, the instructor gave the guestion for
an essay test used to assess studentsr understanding of the
novel .
The test rÀras to be written a few days later.
This
evaluation method, rather than the assignment of a formal essay,
was used to provide sufficient tirne for marking before the end of
the term. The question v¡as given a few days in advance to be
fair to all the students; if such a procedure had not, been
followed, students in sections wrÍting earlier in the testing
schedule could have revealed the question to those in sections
writing later, thereby gíving the lat,t,er students an unfair
advantage. Incidentally, students in al-I sections had received
essay wríting instruction in Term One and had some essay writíng
experience during that time period.
Following are the questions for the essay tests, designed. so
that students could draw ideas from all the lessons to use in
their responses:
In your view, is John
Quest,ion on The Grapes of Wrath:
Steinbeckts vision in The Grapes of Wrath mainly one of
optimism or one of pessimisrn? Explain.
In Margaret Laurence, rr f rom
Quest,ion on The Stone Angel :
ff

Prof

iles in

2, Frecl-eri ck Sr¿¡eet conments
rtthere is running through her work a

Canacl-ian T,itera-tr-:-re

on Laurencers writing:
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deep concern with what invests human life with meaningrl
(50). Explain whether Sweetrs idea applies to The Stone
Angel.

Students were informed that they could prepare as thoroughly

as they wanted (even to the point of writing an essay and
memorÍzing it) but that during the test they were not, permitted
to use the novel or their notes. They were also told that each
test would have a value of six per cent of their final standing
in Composition/Prose 300.
The students had fifty minutes to write the essay test on
The Grapes of !{rath in Term Two and fifty minutes to write the
essay test on The Stone Ancrel- in lerm Three. After each test,
papers from students receiving the Novel-in-ftself Method were
sorted randomly with papers from students receiving the
Comparison Method. The papers li/ere then delivered to an
objective marker for evaluatíon. The marker, paid for her work,
had tutored in English at, The Collegiate Divisíon, The University
of Winnipeg, one summer session, and had marked essays for
instructors of English there for a few years. The marker r/üas
presented with outlines of the ideas considered in the lessons
but was not informed of the fact that the different teaching
methods had been used. In her evaluation of the essays, she was
instructed to consíder the extent to which they revealed what
Geraldine Murphy terms rrvertical-horizontal perceptionrr (4SZ) .
This term means the understandinq of how an incident functions in
its particular place in a literary work a-s wel-l- as hor.^¡ it
functions in relation to the literary work as a whole (452). The
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marker r¡/as asked to contínue her usual markíng approach of
writing specific comments throughout each essay as well as
providing an overall commentary.
In evaluating the essay tests, the marker received help from
one other Índividual, a teacher with considerable background in
English. He reviewed each essay and the mark assigned.
The marker followed the instructions, and after about two
weeks with The Grapes of Wrath tests in Term Two and two weeks
with The Stone Angel tests in Term Three, she returned them to
the researcher.
Once The Stone Ancrel test scores were
determíned, the raw data in the experiment, were complete. These
data consisted of the scores of students in Group A and Group B
on the two essay tests as well as the results on the pre-study
and post-study apprecíation questionnaires. The essay test
scores were used to find whether either of the two teaching
methods involved in the research more effectively 1ed students to
an understanding of a noveli the appreciation quest,ionnaire
results were used to find whether either of the two teaching
approaches more effectively increased studentsr appreciation of a
novel they had read.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DESCRIPTÏON AND ÏNTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

This chapter offers an analysis of the results of the essay
tests used to assess understanding as well as an analysis of the
results of the questionnaires used to assess appreciation.
Tests on both novels !/ere written by 158 students--74 in
Group A and 84 in Group B--and h/ere marked out of ten. Following
is a summary of the results.
Group

Test
The Grapes
of Wrath
The Stone

A

Method
Comparison

Mean

Standard Deviation

5.546

I.484

Novel-in-Itself

4.932

I.37

2

Angel

Critical rat,io z 2.6L3
Group

B

Standard Deviation

Novel-in-Itself

Mean
5.967

Comparison

5.I92

I.37

Test

Method

The Grapes

of Wrath
The Stone

I.294

5

Ancrel

Crítical ratíoz 3.762
Both groups did better on The Grapes of hlrath test.
rn
fact, the differences between their means on this test and their
means on The Stone Angel test were statistically
significant at
the 0.01 Ievel. These differences were probably not a reflection
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of the teaching methods used. fnstead, they v/erê likeIy a
reflection of studentsr better understanding of The Grapes of
Vürath than of The Stone Angel or a reflection of a better grasp
of the essay question on the former novel than the one on the
Comparisons of novels and assignments support both
latter.
assumptions. In consideration of the first, it may be argued
that the Stone Angel is more dífficult to understand than The
Grapes of Wrath. Laurence, in The Stone Ancrel, reveals the
novelrs central phílosophies in a subtle manner, in part through
allusions and symbols. In addition, her flashback technique may
confuse some readers. By contrast, Steinbeck, in The Grapes of
IVrath, presents the novelrs central philosophÍes directly through
the words of the former preacher, JÍm Casy, and through the
introduction of inter-chapters.
Evidence that, although the
students had difficulty wíth both essay test questions, they had
more with the one on The Stone Angel- came from the marker. She
explained that many students had mistaken notions of optimism and
pessimism, concepts central to the guestion on The Grapes of
Wrath. They thought of optirnism as the experience of happy
events and of pessimism as the experience of unhappy events, and
neglected to deal with feeling or outlook. For instance, many
students termed the death of Rose of Sharonrs baby pessimist,ic
without consi-dering the optimism involved ín her breast-feeding
the starving man at the noveLrs end. As serious as this problem
was' the marker explained that the central problem many students
had with the questíon on the Stone Angel r¡¡as even more- severe.
They had little
idea of what can trinvest human rife with
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meaningr.rr Some students who thought of love

as

a possibility

constructed theír entire essay around thís one idea.

A second \^Iay of analyzing the test results is through a
comparíson of the two groupsr scores on each test. Following is
a summary of these results.
The Grapes of lVrath Test
Group

Method

Mean

A

Comparj-son

5

B

Standard Deviation

.546

5.967
Novel-in-Itself
Critical ratio:

1.484

r.294
1.886

The Stone Ancrel Test
Group

Method

Mean

Standard Deviation

A

Novel-in-ftseLf

4.932

I.37

2

B

Comparison

5.L92

r.37

5

Critical ratio: 0.519
On The Grapes of Wrath test, Group Brs mean score was higher
than Group Arsi on The Stone Ancrel test, Group Brs score hras
again higher than Group Ars. However, the difference in means
significant in either case. Neither the
was not statistically
Comparison Method nor the Novel-in-Itself Method fostered notably
more understanding of The Grapes of Wrath or of The Stone Angel.
A third, comprehensive iday of analyzíng the test results is
through a comparíson of the scores of all tests written by
students recej-ving the Comparison Method with the scores of all
Èests written b1r students receiving the Novel-in-Itself Met-hod.
The former group included Group Ars results on The Grapes of
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Wrath test in combinatíon with Group Bts results on The Stone
Ange1 test; the latter group included Group Bfs results on The
Grapes of ltrath test in combination with Group Ars results on The

Stone Ancrel. Following is a summary of the results.
Standard Deviat,ion
Mean
Method
1.438
358
r.43
5.482
Novel-in-Itself
Critical ratio: 0.769
In these statist,ics, the closeness between the two means,
the closeness between the two standard deviations, and the
critical ratio l-eve1 indicate that the two methods were similarly
Comparison

5.

effect,Íve in fosteríng understanding.
The results of the questionnaires used to assess
appreciation can also be analyzed in different ways. The various
ways considered in this chapter are all based on differences
between the ratings on the pre-study and those on the post-study
guestionnaires. one vray centres on a comparison of the trvo
groupsr responses to each question about a particular work. A
summary of the results for The Grapes of trfrath and for The Stone
Anqe1 follows.
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TABLE

I

Summary Tab1e:

Group Responses

to Each Question

on The Grapes of Wrath Questionnaires

Question

1

Questionnaire

Method

A

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Critical
Pre-Study
Post-Study
Critical

70
Comparison 75
ratio:. L.677
71
Novel-in72
Itself
ratior 2.843

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Critical
Pre-Study
Post-Study
Critical

70
Comparison 75
ratio: 0.073
7L
Novel-in74
Itself
Ratio 2 L.876

B

Question

2

A
B

Question

3

À
B

Question

4

of
Mean Standard
Responses
Deviation

Group

A
B

Number

3.857
4.3O7

1.65

3.901
4.569

1.436

I.576
I.373

4.3
4.347

L.47L

4.085
4.5

I.3

1.633

1.361

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Critical
Pre-Study
Post-Study
Critical

70
4

3.8
4.OI4

2.047

70
Novel-in74
Itself
Ratio: 0.85I

3.714
3.959

I.

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Critical
Pre-Study
Post-Study
Critical

70
Comparison 75
ratio: 0.999
7I
Novel-in74
Itself
ratioz 2.979

4.357
4.6L3

1.531
t.SS7

4.OL4
4.662

L.244

Comparison
ratio: 0.653

7

I.878

806

1.639

1.369
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TABLE

2

Summary Table:

croup Responses

to

Each euestion

on The Stone Angel euestionnaires
Group

Question
A

1

B

Question
A

2

B

Question

Question-

naíre

Pre-Study
Post-Study

Method

Nurnber of
Responses

Novel-in-

ftself
Critical ratio i t.gS7
Pre-Study
Post-Study
Comparison
Critical Ratio: 0.S73
Pre-Study
Post-Study

Novel-inItself
Critical ratio: 1.6I6
Pre-Study
Post-Study
Comparison
critical ratio: 0.564

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Nove1-inftself
Critical ratio: 1.3

3

Pre-Study
Post-Study

Comparison
Critical rati-o: 0.826

Question
4

A

Pre-Study
Post-Study

Novel-in
ftself
Critical ratio z 2.283

B

Pre-Study
Post-Study

Comparison
Critical ratioz 2.L9:'

Mean

Standard

Deviation

74
60

4.783

.29I

L. 443
1.45

78
75

4.628

1.333

4

74
60

4.345
4.75

I.477

79

4.759
4.64

1.314
1.303

74
59

3.541

3.94l-

1.696
1.814

79

3.949
3.733

l. 653
I.594

4.24

7S

7S

7T

4

.507

I.279
L. 407

60

4

.8r7

L.429
L.452

78

4.756
4.293

1.341

7S

I.27
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Table 1 shows hígher post-study means than pre-study means
for questions I (How interesting do you find this novel?), 2 (How
interesting do you find the central characters?), 3 (How
interested are you in reading another novel by the same author?),
and 4 (Overa11, how do you rate this novel?) in both groups.
However, the differences between the pre-study means and the
post-study means rì/ere statistically
signif icant only for
questions 1 and 4 in croup B. Here the differences were at the
0.01 1evel of signíficance, showing that the Novel-in-Itself
Method more effectively fostered appreciatíon of The Grapes of
lVrath than did the Comparison Method.
Tab1e 2 shows higher post-study means than pre-study means
for all questions in Group A, t,aught, by the Novel-in-Itself
Method. The difference in question 4 was at the 0.05 leve1 of
significance.
By contrast, the table shows lower post-study
means than pre-study means for all questions in Group B, which
received the Conparison Method. The difference in question 4 was

signifícant at the 0.05 level, showing that the Novel-in-Itself
Method more effectively fostered appreciation of The Stone Ange1
than did the Comparison Method.
The fact that the post-study mean for question 4 was
significantly higher than the pre-study mean for both novels on
the questionnaires of students taught by the Novel-in-ftself
Method deserves more attention.
It shows that this method, by
keeping the novel at the centre of studentsr concentration, more
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A second way of analyzing the questionnaire results is
through an extension of the question-by-questj-on analysis of the
first method. In this extensioir, the responses of Group A
(Comparison Method) on The Grapes of Wrath questionnaires are
looked at in cornbination with the responses of croup B
(Comparison Method) on The Stone Ànqel questionnaires, while the
responses of Group B (Novel-in-ftself Method) on The Grapes of
Wrath guestionnaires are looked at in combination with the
responses of Group A (Nove1-in-Itself Method) on The Stone Angel
guestionnaires. A sumnary of the results foIlows.
TABÏJE

3

SUMMÄRY TABLE

Combined Group Responses

to

Each euestion

on The Grapes of !{rath and the Stone Àngel Questionnaires

Question

]

Questionnaire

Method

Pre-Study
Post-Study

145
Novel-inL32
rtself
Critical ratio: 3.516
148
Comparison 150
Critical ratÍo2 O.793

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Question

2

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Pre-Study
Post-Study

Number of
Responses

I45
Novel-fn13 4
ftself
Crit,ical ratio2 2.253
l-49
Comparison I50
Critical ratio3 O.07

Mean

standard
Deviation

4.066
4.667

L.448
1.396

4.27
4.407

1.528
L.452

4.217
4.624

I.gZ7

4.544
4.533

I.342
L3g4

t.244
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Question

3

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Pre-Study
Post-Study

Question

4

Pre-Study
Post-Study
Pre-Study
Post-Study

L44

Novel-in133
ItseIf
Critical ratio. I.562
l.49

Comparison l-49
Critical raÈio:
l.42

0.033

Novel-in
L34
ftself
Critical ratio: 3.653
149

.625
3.951

L.7 52

3.879

t. 85
-]-.773

3

3

.872

1.719

4.I27
4.73r

L.404

4.568

1.414

1.343

Comparison 150
4 .483
1.459
Critical ratio: 0.511
The table shows that among the students taught by the
comparison Method, the post-study mean was higher than the prestudy mean for question L, but post-study means were lower than
pre-study ones for questions 2, 3, and 4. The differences v/ere
not significant.
By contrast, among the students taught by the
Novel-in-rtself Method, post-study means were higher than prestudy means for arl four questions. The differences vrere
statistícalIy significant at the o.ol revel for questions r (How
interesting do you find this nover?) and 4 (overaIl, how to you
rate this novel?), and at the o.05 revel for guestion 2 (How
interesting do you find the central characters?) Thus, accord,ing
to this way of anaryzing the questionnaire results, the Novel-inrtself Method more effectively fostered appreciation of Èhe
novels than did the Cornparison Method.
The one area in which responses to the guestíonnaires did
not show a significant difference was that guestioning students I
interest in reading another novel by the same author. This
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exception can be explained in different ways. Perhaps a gain in
appreciation of a novel was not enough to encourage further
reading amongi recalcitrant readers t oy perhaps students did not
expect another novel by the same author to be comparable in
quality.
À third way of analyzing the guestionnaire results is
through a comparison of each grouprs combined responses to
questions 1, 2, 3, and 4 on each novel. Following is a summary
of the results for The Grapes of Wrath:
Group Questionnaire Method
Number of
Mean Standard
Responses
Deviation
Pre-Study
A
280
4.079
1.745

A
B
B

Post,-Study
Pre-Study

Comparison

299

Crítical ratio:

1. 855
283

4.34r

L. 647

3.929

1.509

Novel-in294
4.422
r.426
Itself
Critical ratioz 4.03
This table of questionnaire results for The Grapes of lrlrath
shows higher post-study means than pre-study means for Groups A
Post-Study

and B. However, the difference was statistically

sígnificant, at
the 0.01 level, only for Group B. Therefore, the Novel--ín-rtself
Method more effectively fostered appreciatÍon of Steinbeckts
novel than did the Comparíson Method.
Following is a summary of the results for The Stone Ancrel:
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Method

Group Questíonnaire
Pre-Study
Post-Study

A
A

of
Mean
Responses
4.085
293
4,60I
239
Number

Novel-inItself
Critical ratio:

Deviation
I.517
I.567

3.832

3I4
300

Pre-Study
Post-Study

B
B

Standard

4.525
4.308

I.435

1.158
Comparison
Critical ratio z 2.066
This table shows a higher post-study mean than pre-study
mean for Group At a dífference significant at the 0.01 Ievel.
The table shows a lower post-study mean than pre-study mean for
Group Bt but a difference which ís still significant at the 0.05
Therefore, the Novel-in-Itse1f Method r¡/as much more
Ievel.
successful than the Comparison Method in fostering appreciation
of Laurencers nove1. fn fact,, the Compari-son Method contributed
Laurencers complex
towards a decrease ín appreciation.
protagonist, challenging flashback technigue, and subtle ways of
exemplifying the theme requíred the direct means of nurturing the
reader-nove1 relationship used by the Novel-in-Itself Method.
The indirect means used by the Comparison Method distanced
students from the novel, thereby causing the reader-novel
relationship to deteriorate.
A fourth, comprehensive way of analyzing the questionnaire
results is through an extension of the combined response method.
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A--The Grapes of Wrath and Group B--The Stone Angel) are compared
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to responses to novel-s taught by the Novel-in-Itself Method
(Group B--The Grapes of V[rath and Group A--The Stone Angel).
Following ís a summary of the results:
Standard
Mean
Method
Number of
Questionnaire
Pre-Study
Post-Study

Comparison

594

4.315

1.604

599

4.325

1.541

4.0O9
4.502

I.523

Critical- ratio:
Pre-Study

Deviation

Responses

576

0.11

r.493
533
Novel-inItself
Critical ratio: 5.439
This comprehensive hray of analyzing the questionnaire
results shows that overall the Comparison Method had no
significant effect on studentsr appreciation of the two novels.
This conclusíon v¡as the consequence of the methodrs insignificant
posítive effect on studentst appreciation of The Grapes of Wrath
in combination with its significant negative effect, on their
appreciation of The Stone Angel. In striking contrast, the
The
Novel-in-Itself Method had a significant positive effect.
difference between the pre-study mean and the post-study mean
among students taught by this method was significant at the 0.01
This conclusion riras the consequence of the methodrs
leveI.
significant positive effect on students t appreciation of each of
Post-Study

the novels.
Tn r:oncl us ì on , t-hís chenter has sþgr¡r¡ 'l--hat the Com.nari
son
---"r
Method and the Novel-in-Itself Method hlere similarly effective in
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fosteríng understandíng of the novels. In contrast, ít has shown
that the Novel-in-Itself Method more effectively fostered
appreciation than did the Comparison Method.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSÏONS

This chapter briefly reviews the findings in Chapter 4 and
speculates on them. In addition, it offers irnplications for
teachers of literature and ideas for further research.
This study looked at the relative effectiveness of two
methods of teaching a novel in fostering understanding and
appreciation of that novel. The results of the essay tests
showed that there r¡/as no signif icant dif f erence between the
effect,iveness of the Novel-in-Itself Method and that of the
Cornparíson Method in fostering understanding. The focus of the
former upon an analysis of certain passages in the novel and upon
a sharing among, students of related views and real-life
experiences v/as balanced by the focus of the latter upon the use
of poetry to help illumÍnate the novel.
A recommended replication study could offer two refinements
in order to find with greater accuracy the relative effectiveness
of the two methods in fostering understanding. The first would
be the addition of a pre-study assessment of understanding, even
Íf it takes the same form as that of the post-study assessment,
The second would be the use of more direct questions than the
ones used in this study. One such question could bê, rrstate the
theme of the novel, and explain how it is exemplified.rl
Although there was no signifícant difference between the
effectiveness of the two methods in fostering understanding,
there was a significant difference between their effectiveness in
fostering appreciation. Among students taught by the Novel-j-n-
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Itself Method, the differences between the pre-study and poststudy means T¡¡ere signif icant at the O. OI level for guestíons 1
(How interesting do you find this novel?) and 4 (Overa11, how do
you rate this novel?) on The Grapes of Wrath and at the 0.05
level for question 4 on The Stone Ange1. In all these instances,
the Novel-in-Itself Method was responsible for significantly
increasing the studentst appreciation.
By contrast, among students taught by the Comparison Method,
the difference between the pre-study and post-study means was
signifícant, at the 0.05 1eveI, only for question 4 (overaIl, how
do you rate this novel?) on The Stone Ange1. In this inst,ance,
the Comparison Method r^Ias responsible for signif icantly
decreasing the studentsf appreciation.
Why the tr,¡o methods were similarly effective in fostering
understanding but not appreciation requires some speculation. A
look at the lesson plans can provide some ideas. Consider, for
example, lesson 2 on The Grapes of Wrath. The topic was thettbig
soulrr concept for students receiving both methods. However, the
Students receiving the Novel--inapproaches were different.
Itself Method wrote a statement of an idea or philosophy
important to them and by which they would like others to live.
Then they orally compared theír ideas with Casyrs philosophy.
Students receiving the Comparíson Method wrote â theme statement
for rrOn Anotherrs Sorrowrtt by !üilliam Blake. Then they ora1Iy
compared this idea with Casyrs philosophy. Both methods had
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only the Novel-in-Itself Method dírectly promot,ed the studentsl
personal ínvolvement in the nove1. This method caIled upon
students to construct a rrbridgert (Ryan 95) between their world
and the world of the novelist, and guestions about their
attitudes and feelings added an emotional dimension to the class
study. By contrast, the Comparison Method caIled upon students
to construct a bridge between the world of the novelist and that
of the poet. Questj-ons about comparisons encouraged intellectual
actívity but did not promote an emotional dimension. Thus, the
personal involvement characteristic of the Novel-in-Itself Method
fostered appreciation.
A recommended further study could alter the Comparison
For example,
Method in an attempt to make it more involving.
students could be given a greater opportunity to choose the works
to be compared witfr the novel. (In this study, students had this
chance only for the final lesson).
The other v/ays of analyzing the pre-study and post,-study
guestionnaire means all showed that the Novel-in-Itself Method
more effectively fostered appreciation than did the Comparison
Method. In the extensíon of the guestíon-by-guestion analysis in
which the two novels were considered together, the differences
between the pre-study and post-study means among students
receiving the Novel-in-Itself Method hrere significant at the 0.01
level for question I (How interesting do you find this novel?),
at the O. 05 level for question 2 (How j-nteresting do you f ind the
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the Comparison Method, the differences v/ere insÍgnificant for all
four questions. Thís second s/ay of analyzing the questionnaire
the Novel-inmeans produced one result not shown by the first:
Itself Method fostered appreciation of the central characters
significantly more than did the Comparison Method. Again, a look
at the lesson plans can help one speculate on rllhy this was so.
Consider, for example, Lesson 1 on The Stone Angel. Students
receiving the Novel-in-Itself Method wrote a character sketch of
Hagar at ninety from the point of view of Marvin with cornmentary
regarding their own agreement or disagreement. The Novel-inItself Method required students to become personally involved
with Marvin by putt,ing themselves in his place, and with Hagar by
By contrast, the
expressing their o\i/n views about her.
Comparison Method allowed students to keep their distance from
these central characters in the novel. Again, the personal
involvement called for by the Novel-in-Itself Method fostered
appreciation.

A recommended further study could include a third group of
students: one whích receives a combination of the Novel-inItself Method and the Comparison Method. Such a study would help
determine the effect that personal ínvolvement has on
appreciation.

In the two methods of analysis referred to thus far, only
question 3 (How interested are you in readíng another novel by
the same author) ? has not been discussed. Differences between
nya-atrrÂrr
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receiving each of the methods. Perhaps students did not, expect
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to apprecíate a novel sirnply because they had apprecíated another
novel by the same author. A revision of quest,ion 3 for another
study--How interested. wouId. you be in reading this novel- at some
point in the future?--couId assess more accurately studentsl
appreciation of the book.
A study of the cumulatíve means for the questionnaires
showed. that when the Novel-in-Itself Method was used for teaching
each novel, there was an increase in studentsr apprecíation,
significant at the O.01 leve1. Study of the cumul,ative means
íncrease in appreciation when the
showed no significant
Comparison Method was used in teaching The Grapes of Wrath and a
decrease in apprecíation, significant at the 0.05 IeveI, when
this method was used in teaching The Stone Angel.
The third way of analyzing the questionnaire results showed
that the Comparison Method was better suited to The Grapes of
trVrath than to The Stone Angel. One can speculate that the
students viewed the study of poetry in association with The
Grapes of Vfrath as a complex means of highlíghting ideas whích
Steinbeck had. directly stated. However, they viewed the study of
poetry in association with The Stone Angel as a complex means of
highlighting ideas which Laurence had subtly presented. One can
see how the latter situation could frustrate students and lead to
a loss of appreciation of the novel. A replication study could
be done to see whether this finding would be corroborated.
Novels of similar styles could replace the ones used in this
studlz. Thomas Hardyr s Teçs qf, lhe -d 1Urþervilleq could replace
Steinbeckts novel, and Margaret Laurencers A Jest of God could
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replace The Stone Angel. Tess of the drUrbervíIles, like The
Grapes of Wrath, is episodic and expresses directly the
philosophies of its author. A Jest of God, like The Stone Angel'
uses a flashback technique and expresses indirectly the
philosophies of its author. Such a study would help determine
whether there is a relationship between the effectiveness of a
teachinq method and the style of the novel being taught.
Finally, a study of the cornbined cumulative means for the
questionnaires showed that when the Novel- j-n-Itself Method v/as
used for teachíng, there vlas an increase in studentsl
appreciation, signifj-cant at the 0.01 level. By contrast, when
the Comparison Method was used, there was no sígnifícant change
in their appreciation.
The results of this study have some important implications
In Iight, of the evidence that the
for teachers of literature.
method. a teacher uses in novel study can significantly affect the
appreciation students have of the work, the teacher should be
careful to select a satisfactory method. The results of thís
research offer some guidelines about what constitutes such a
rnethod. The first reguirement is keeping the novel at the centre
of the study, a practice of the Novel-in-Itself Method. This
idea is supported by Geraldíne Murphy in The Study of Literature
all the reader needs to
in High School: rrthe novel gives
The second requirement is prornotÍng personal
knowrr ( 313 ) .
students considerable opportunity to
involvement, by giving
eharc !lêr--<ônâ ! exneri ences ancl- id-eas whieh rel ate to Lhe novel ,
Such promotion, practiced in the Novel-in-Itself Method, provides
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a logical extension of the studentst originat reading
experiences, in which many of their responses show selfinvolvement (Squire 18) .
Significantly better results for the Novel-in-Ttse1f Method
than for the Comparison Method in fostering appreciation do not
Even in
imply that teachers should totally abandon the latter.
this study, the Comparison Method did not have a significant
negative effect on any of the aspects of the studentsl
appreciation assessed by the questionnaire on The Grapes of
Wrath. Various studies, ín addition to those already mentioned,
are required before defínitive statements can be made about the
effectiveness of the Comparj-son Method. fn this study' some
students probably viewed the poems as obstacles to appreciation
of the novel j-nstead of as the facilítators they !,/ere intended to
be. Therefore, further research could change the nature of the
materials used for the comparisons. One study could use short
prose selections, typically easier for students to underst,and and
Another could use
appreciate, in place of the poems.
representatives of a variety of literary forms--short prose
selections, scenes from pIays, paintings, musical compositions,
as well as poetry--in an attempt to alleviate the monotony some
students 1ike1y felt when poetry alone was used.
rnstead of
Another study could involve a change in tining.
looking at the related works during the study of the novel, the
class could look at them only as an introduction and as a
conclusion. This changre would allow for continuity in the studlr
of the noveI.
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Still another study could involve a change ín the nature of
the groups. It could have students grouped according to theÍr
level of proficiency in Literature to find whether there ís a
relationship between the effectiveness of a teaching method and
Such a study
the academic level of the students receiving it.
could be parÈícularly appropriate for a teacher whose students
are streamed. into classes according to their perceíved ability.
There is a need for studies which assess understandÍng and
appreciation differently from the methods used in this study,
wherein they were assessed only within the context of the novel
These results teIl nothing about long-term
being studied.
A study could ask
understanding and apprecíation of literature.
for responses at the end of the term, or after a lapse of six
months or a year. Another study could investigate the relative
effectiveness of various rnethods in fostering understanding and
appreciation of novels and other works of 1íterature encountered
by the students in theír future.
fn all the suggestions for further research thus far,
understanding and appreciation would be assessed within the
context of literature. However, studies are needed to assess the
understanding and appreciation indivídua1s derive from reading
and studying a novel which extend ínto other important areas,
including the individualrs rel-ationships with others and with
nature. Such studies would reguire help from psychologists,
The complexities of these
socJ-ologists, and philosophers.
studies could render them unfeasible, yet they are necessary to
deal r,¡ith understanding and appreciation in their totality.
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Further research into the relative effectiveness of teaching
methods for the novel could show that there are too many factors
involved in the student-novel-teacher relationshíp for one to
ever generalize about the relative effectiveness of various
teaching methods. On the other hand, further research could. show
that some methods are generally more effective than others in
brínging students into contact with the rrcrystal uníversett (Keyes
165) a novel can offer, thereby paving the way for maximum
understanding and appreciation.
Either finding would be
preferable to Èhe lack of clarity in the present.
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2WO2

The Collegiate Division
The UniversitY of WinniPeg
515 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3B 289

Dear Mr. and Mrs

--------:
3 00
Last year in your son I s/daughterr s Composition/.Pro.se
I
Winnipeg,.
of
class at 1'ñe Collegiate Division, The University
teaching
different
used, âs a part ãt regular course work,that was studied was
ùãcftåiques fo-r two noveú. In one, all
and the readers
rooted- in the relationship between the novel
poems
were introduced
forming the c1ass. In the other, selected
the students
novel,
each
an¿ stúaiea at appropriate tímes. For
questionnaire
post-study
responded anonymoïify to a pre-study ?nd
wfríðfr r=="=="d- theii appreciation of the novel. In addítion,
following class study of each novef, the students wrote an essay
test wniófr assessed Èneir understanding of the nove1.
I am asking your permission to use your.sonts/daughterrs
questionnaire rJsults and essay tqst results ín a study I am
p'roposing to The University of Manitoba. Your sonrs/daughter-rs
the
it.*ã will not be menÈioned. in the study. Please complete
the
form,
On
letter.
this
wíth
you
find
will
consent form, which
please place a check in the square beside your response, and
to me as
ivrite tlie date and. your names. Please return the form envelope.
addressed
stamped,
accompanying
soon as possible in ttre
,

Si-ncerelY Yours,

Francis l. (gira
(Instructor of English,
The Collegiate Division)
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Consent Form

Mr. Bird:

our sonrs/daughterrs
in your study.
We do not give permission for you to use our
sonrs/daughterrs guestionnaire results and test results in
We give permissíon for you to use
questionnaire results and test results

your study.
(Date)

(Narnes)

